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INTRODUCTION
Ms. Keri Burnor was interviewed 5/31/16 and 6/2/16 by teleconference; she currently lives
in anonymity due to reported attempted murder against her person. She therefore
provided identification through confidential means. She reported experiencing numerous
serious chronic physical and affective symptoms, following upon various harassments
including a sexual abuse episode by a priest (2001), premeditated character assassination
(2001-present), surveillance (onset 2003), nonconsensual implantation with nanotechnology
(2011 onset), directed energy systems assaults (onset 2011-12), and multiple poisoning
episodes.
Due to the anomalous onset and nature of her symptoms, she elected to undergo a battery
of testing procedures over several years to determine if advanced technologies nonconsensually placed in her body could be playing a role in her health condition. These test
results do in fact contain markers of advanced nanotechnology components with complex
interactive architecture present in her physical body; abnormal EMF emissions at various
locations on her body surface; and specific radio frequencies ambient in her presence.
Specific frequencies detected have been identified as allocated to operational SCADA
systems. Taken together, these results are strongly suggestive that her body is linked to an
external SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system with advanced
capabilities.
Ms. Burnor presented to the interviewer these test results along with extensive
documentation of her story as reported in her book “Divine Challenge,” her website
www.clergyvictim.com, and other sources. She requested a psychological evaluation and
requested that relevant records submitted be reviewed prior to the issuance of this report.
All such records have been reviewed.

HISTORY OF THE PRESENT ILLNESS
Ms. Burnor reported a series of traumatic events beginning in 2001 and continuing to the
present time. She stated that she has been implanted non-consensually with some types of
advanced technology on more than one occasion and is a victim of remote electronic
assaults and poisonings with deadly intent.
She described her whistleblowing activities regarding both a sexual assault by a priest at
St. Joseph’s Abbey 2001, and a subsequent cover-up designed to protect Abbey staff from
such charges.
She suspects initial implantation of advanced technology in her body occurred July 2011
during nasal surgery, and said that she came to gradual awareness of this during the 18
months after this surgery. Ms. Burnor said that following this surgery by some months
and intensifying gradually over the next year and a half “I started exhibiting symptoms
that were very outside the realm of what I had ever experienced before. Something akin to
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hot flashes, that were not hot flashes. Something akin to creepy crawlies on the skin;
something akin to shortness of breath, tinnitus—a slew of symptoms. I tried various
cleanses, and allopathic protocols nothing would fix the problems. Eventually I put my
symptoms into a search engine, and a website came up regarding microwave exposure,
sickness due to exposure to microwaves. And I don’t even use a microwave! I contacted
my friend James Walbert—he was chipped in his shoulder, we had become friends back in
2005 when I had reconnected with my uncle. We initiated an investigation involving state
representatives, etc and my uncle was found to be chipped. Kevin Burnor. We used to call
him ‘uncle microchips.’ I suggested he contact a peer with similar experience, and that is
how I first met James Walbert.

Then in 2012 I asked him what to do, and he suggested I test myself with a machine known
as the JM-20 PRO; it tested positive. I was uncertain about this result, so I contacted a
private detective, Melinda Kidder. I saw Melinda, was tested with every gadget, when they
got to my head there is a 0.02 uT reading. She said my head and stomach were both
registering signals. And then she found something else with another machine (EXTECH).
She also detected where there is a scar on my jawline and I have no known reason for a
scar to be there.”
JM-20 Pro Tested positive around the ears.
“What was discovered were radio frequency emissions coming from both the lower back of
my skull and my abdomen. I then had MRI scans taken, and compared them to routine
scans taken prior to a sinus surgery I underwent in 2009. The second MRI’s very clearly
show the growth of something in the mastoid region of the skull, behind and below the ears.
This is incidentally where the RF emissions were strongest. Later toxicology results
showed high levels of various heavy metals, as well as the presence of foreign protein and
advanced nanomaterials.”
“After initial testing by Melinda, I go to California—not knowing if I am being
monitored—and when the plane was landing, I had excruciating pain and my ears started
bleeding. I thought it was a bad sinus infection. No. When I am flying back to Texas, the
plane makes a stop in San Diego, and—again—very bad pain. My ears bled again (first
episode of this was when I flew from Missouri to California), a watery reddish color, not
like full thick blood,—and I deplaned and asked for the stewardess to “just get my bags”
and that I was unable to complete the last leg of the trip. I stayed there in Los Angeles for
30 days, and my communications were interrupted then, my computer was shut down—it
was like the kinds of things you would see in a movie. I contacted Melinda Kidder and she
gave me the name of Hildegarde Staninger.”
“I needed a referral based on high levels of metal toxicity shown in tests I did with hair and
urinalysis. Then I saw Dr. Staninger and got a series of tests over months, and she says
‘you have nanotechnology.’ I asked Dr Staninger, ‘How do I get rid of it?’ and ‘Can you fix
it?’ She said, ‘If you follow this protocol exactly for 3-6 months.’ I wound up taking 75
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pills a day—she can assist you to use herbs and pills to deconstruct the nanotechnology at a
chemical level.”
“I do not have any nanotechnology in my body anymore. I do not have any signals
emanating from my body. No nano whatsoever. I am free. But I will say it’s been a long
struggle.” She stated that one test by Dr. Staninger showed in a subsequent attempt “patch
test” that there was evidence that “they tried to give me breast and colon cancer. There is
evidence of this in my legal affidavit and test results”. (See BURNOR’S NOTICE TO THE
WORLD)
Ms. Burnor’s full report includes one sexual assault 2001 by a priest; subsequent ongoing
and chronic cover-up of her charges regarding this priest’s behavior; character
assassination directed against her; organized stalking by investigators, government agents,
and unknown people; and—with onset 2011-2012--remote electronic surveillance and
assaults including microwave exposure to signals and microwave radiation accompanying
signals, static sounds, forced thoughts, memory accessed/blocked, multiple and
chemical/biological assaults, and symptoms of toxic overload. Remote directed energy
assaults have had variable durations and did occur “anywhere.”
Specific types of organized stalking harassments reported include organized
stalking/surveillance; auto tampering; computer tampering; difficulties at place of
employment, aerial stalking; home entry; interference with friend and family relationships;
interference with finances; street theatre; vandalism; and exposure to nanotechnology
through surgical implantation, application to vehicles, and possibly by unknown means.
Ms. Burnor gave many examples of harassment events, including but not limited to the
following:
Regarding auto tampering: “One day I went to Bed Bath and Beyond to purchase two
shower benches to use with a lead shield, and the windows in my car involuntarily all by
themselves went all the way down and wouldn’t go up. Called my friend Becky to come
guard my car while I purchased the benches; she did, she couldn’t get the windows to close
either. This was in 2013 at a time I was implanted with nano. The portable GPS system
that was for the car was destroyed. Got home, got stuff out of the car, and the windows
went up all by themselves.”
Regarding organized stalking by DoD police: “One time I was followed by police with
Department of Defense insignia on their car door. I visited Dr. Staninger and then went to
Walgreens for Christmas cards. Inside Walgreens I observed two men with multiple
weapons. I said to them, ‘I have never seen a police car with DoD insignia.’ They left
without purchasing anything.”
Regarding aerial stalking: “Yes, recorded by a friend with security clearances. She didn’t
believe my report, so I said, ‘Can you do me a favor? Here are a couple of signals, can you
use your clearances and check who is responsible for the signals?’ She did. She retrieved
the data. I did not tell her that those signals were retrieved from Melinda Kidder’s report
about signals from my body. My friend called back and said those signals were from
Lockheed Martin, ‘from a drone.’ I recorded that she told me that. But I need to keep my
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friend’s identity anonymous for her protection. I have become aware of possible negative
consequences for those assisting me.”
Regarding difficulties at her place of employment “Yes, even during my Abbey days. My
boss called my supervisor, she was crying, she said she had to fire me even though I didn’t
do anything. Monks came in and I had to fill an order, and somehow after that I was fired.
That was around 2006.”
Regarding interference with friend and family relationships: “There has been interference
in the sense that it has forced me to live in seclusion, with less contact with friends and
family.”
Regarding home entry/vehicle tampering, Ms. Burnor described two 2015 incidents: during
the first in February 2015 there was theft of receipts from her garage which allowed
discovery of her aliases, and “nanotech was sprayed on the carpet of my car.”
She said she became sick at that point and began a detoxification protocol. “A month and
a half after that, there was another incident. I went to a Verizon store and opened an
account, asked if they needed to come to my home to install anything for internet. They
said you shouldn’t need anything, your home is equipped to accommodate our technology.
Gave the phone number and said call if you need to come. They didn’t call. Figured they
would send a box of technology, but no. Someone came at 9:30 am, I saw a guy walk right
into my alley passageway. He didn’t call, walked into the side yard without permission,
and without knowing I was there watching him on security camera monitors from my
closet, he continues to go into the backyard. I look out through my home camera system
and see what appears to be an AR type assault rifle with an apparent 100 round clip. I sent
this image to others who agreed this looked like a gun. After that, I saw a machine that
burrowed into the ground—for fiber optic cable? I sent the pictures to friends, who also
felt strongly I should leave. I pretended I wasn’t home, thinking as soon as they leave, I
will leave the area totally. I waited till they left, packed up, and went to switch cars with
my friend Mark, who agreed to this. I leave, I have it on camera, I get a friend to go back
to get the data from the camera. Nobody else’s equipment installation had anything that
looked like that. So I escaped. Cars were following me, black Chevrolets, fancy license
plates with silver seals on the left side, with a gold numbering system. I took a picture of
the plate. Then a man in front of me accelerates to over 100 mph. I followed and took a
picture, later identified as Navy. I stopped after that high speed chase, calmed down, and
called my private counsel. Three more cars were following me with Navy emblem. How
could they know I left Texas? A friend said to meet, we did, I switched cars again, I went
in his car and he put me in a one of his houses that for me served as a “safe house” base of
operations. The next day the Navy is looking up my website, my friend interpreted that to
mean they had lost me as a surveillance target. How did they know how to find me? One
week later I started feeling sick. They had sprayed Mark’s car with nano stuff”.
Ms. Burnor stated that her first awareness that implantation of foreign materials might be
a possibility occurred when private investigator Melinda Kidder detected an unexplained
incision in her chin, jawline area which was observed during Ms. Kidder’s testing
procedure several months after her 2011 sinus surgery. She believes now after learning
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about the true extent of mesogenic nano/biotechnology capabilities that something may
have been imbedded through a long needle through her chin, and migrated from the chin
to the ear area through application of specific frequencies. She said “it also shows up
pretty strong in the mastoid air cells, part of the head underneath the occiput at the back of
the head. That area is also believed to have nano tech”.
Directed energy effects reported include burning; extreme fatigue—“every time I go
through the introduction of new nano materials to my body, the fatigue will last for
months”; feelings of electricity running through the body—“this happens often”; ringing
and static in the ears; itching; headaches—“these can usually be corrected through stress
management, hyperbaric oxygen, acupuncture, detox procedures, emotional and spiritual
practices”; and sleep deprivation.
She remarked that “I believe the first time nano was activated to the highest degree is when
I was on the way to meet Melinda Kidder December 2012. My ears started acting right up
when a white vehicle with a special license plate was accompanying me to Columbia MO
{location of Ms. Kidder’s office}. The technology seemed to be activated fully at that stage,
and I believe I was followed by Homeland Security. From that day forward, for almost 5
weeks, I could not sleep. That’s when my cell phone was accessed and said ‘divert’. I
purchased another phone and it did the same thing, said ‘all calls diverted’. During that
time if I fell asleep my skin would jump, and wake me up. Eventually I figured out how to
trick myself to sleep. Could then get 3-5 hrs of sleep, after 5 weeks of almost no sleep at
all”.
Ms. Burnor also reported a biological attack in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico in 2014, which
may have been enhanced with directed energy: “I had been living under the radar, and
then I was careless and took an airplane to Mexico. At that time I reported smelling bleach
and other weird odors, and I contracted rabbit fever also known as tularemia, a biological
weaponized agent without being near rabbits or other animals known to carry this”.
Ms. Burnor continued discussion of directed energy effects she has experienced including
stinging sensations; rapid weight loss/gain; and sensations of choking—“two instances of
choking sensations. May 28 2015 there was chlorovirus found in my body. Apparently
targeted towards my throat. Choking sensations from chlorovirus happened over a month
and a half, and was then corrected by homeopathic remedy. In 2016 there was another
instance, I was praying and had prayer audio on and my throat started to close up on its
own. I felt the sensation of this, it happened rapidly. I prayed to Jesus, and the feeling
went away. So fast, so rapid, I never had that happen before”. She reported one
additional experience: “I was going to sleep one night, and I could feel that my spirit was
no longer inside of my body. My hands felt like I was dead. I was scared. I could feel my
spirit coming out of via my feet. My light body was being taken out, I panicked. Got up
and started doing exorcism prayers. Very disturbing. I did prayers, kissed my cross and
Bible, and all that stuff went away and stopped. I got control over what was taking place”.
When asked if she had ever experienced thoughts of suicide, Ms. Burnor replied that she
had experienced this only one time, and explained that she had some proof that this feeling
arose as an effect of directed sonic weaponry and not as an innate thought: “Yes, once I
experienced that, in fear, in an incident where sound weapons were pointed at my home. It
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was the frequency of suicide, it was NOT my thoughts, it was from a sound that was
coming to me. When the sounds were coming to me, right after encountering being
affected by rabbit fever in 2014, it got to the point where my brain was swelling, it was very
painful. I had this investigated, I have a sound report written by a sound weapons engineer
with expertise with such things, who used up to date equipment and detected the presence
of a sound frequency that activates depressive suicidal and paranoiac thoughts. I have that
report but have removed personal identification of the sound engineer to maintain
anonymity for personal protection of that person”. {Ms. Burnor did provide a report by a
sound engineer—with personal ID data removed—which indicates the use of a sonic weapon
‘utilizing multiple frequencies combined within a complex combination of delivery waveforms
and capable of inducing pain, anxiety, and paranoia’}.
Parts of the body reported as affected include head (eyes, ears, nose, eyebrows, eyelids,
jaw), neck, abdomen, stomach, bowels, arms, legs, feet, hands, heart, lungs, throat, spine,
digestive tract, chest, and hair.
Range of emotions reported during these experiences include fear, anger, calmness,
concern, rage, depression, numbness, peace, hope, acceptance, and spiritual
transformation. Ms. Burnor rated her highest experienced pain level on a 0 to 10 scale
(0=absent, 10=extreme severity) as a “10”.
Cognitive effects reported include memory and concentration impairments. Ms. Burnor
stated that intermittent memory and concentration impairments continue to occur as a
consequence of the cumulative impact of reported events: “Bottom line, I’ve lived on a
precipice of life and death for about 5 years, it is very hard to live under conditions of
survival. I do experience post-traumatic stress reactions.

Ms. Burnor said that she has reported her experiences to politicians, newspapers, TV,
radio, family, friends, Saint Joseph’s Abbey, the Vatican, and the Jesuit Order.

PRIOR SOCIAL HISTORY
Ms. Keri May Burnor is a 40 year old single female residing in an undisclosed location.
She has a twin sister (Kristi) and one brother (Nathan) who is a year and a half younger.
Her parents are surviving and she has no contact with her father. She described her early
life with an absent father and an alcoholic mother as heavily influenced by emotional
neglect and witnessing of traumatic experiences: “growing up I had a rough go of it”. She
has no children as she has adopted a religious vow of celibacy from an early age. She was
raised in a family with Protestant religious affiliations, but became interested in Roman
Catholic teachings in her teens and converted to Roman Catholicism at age 17. Her
present stated religious affiliation is “orthodox Christian faith”.
Ms. Burnor attended Bay Path Regional Vocational Technical High School in Charlton,
MA and graduated in 1993. She then attended Magdalene College in Warner, New
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Hampshire and received a Liberal Arts degree in 1996. She received a diploma from the
Vatican at Magdalene College which she described as a “catechetical degree”, which she
explained means that she is qualified to teach “Catechetical doctrine” in any world-wide
jurisdiction. She continued her religious education through many different experiences
with various Roman Catholic institutions and mentors 1996-2000. These experiences are
documented in detail in her recently published book “Divine Challenge”.
As she described her formative years: “I converted to Roman Catholicism when I was
seventeen years old. Shortly thereafter, I moved in the convent at St. Benedict Center, Still
River Massachusetts in 1993. I served God and the convent for 5.5 years before moving
forward with my commitment to become a hermit-nun in the Diocese of Worcester,
Massachusetts. During my eremitic formation I went to the St. Joseph's Abbey in Spencer,
Massachusetts and prayed at the wall separating lay chapel area from sanctuary of the
Abbey Chapel every day dedicating my life to eight and when possible eight to ten hours of
prayer a day. Outside of prayer I would strive to follow the Lord's teaching and work
within my community”.
Ms. Burnor stated that she has been a nun for 14 years. “I’ve been married to Jesus Christ
since I was 9 years old. I believe in him with all my heart”. She said she was first
introduced to Jesuits at age 17 after high school. She was a new convert to Roman
Catholicism and went to a convent which she described as “a traditional order”. She said
that at that time “I held strictly to the tenet that ‘there is no salvation outside the Roman
Catholic church’. I fell headlong in line with the order and promoted traditional values. I
was attracted to prayer, even in my younger days”.
She was in a convent for 5.5 years 1993-1998, where she worked on a farm and “met many
wonderful women with hearts of gold”. She stated “I had a call to go into the contemplative
life. I felt like God is calling me to become a hermit. With the assistance of some monk
friends, I explored the Cistercian Order”. She requested Cistercian guidance as to how to
achieve her goals and was granted access both to specific areas of St. Joseph’s Abbey and
various teachers of that Order including Father Joseph Chu-Cong who she reported told
her “you put in more hours in this chapel than we do” noting her prayer practices. These
experiences with St. Josephs Abbey and its personnel and its policies continued for a period
of a few years and is documented in great detail in Ms. Burnor’s book.
In 2001 Ms. Burnor was sexually abused by a priest at St. Joseph’s Abbey. She described
details of this assault during interviews:
“Things were going smoothly until one day a priest lunged at me. He told me to read
something—read Scripture about breasts—we were having a conversation, the Abbot had
given permission for him to meet me on a regular basis, with terms and conditions. I went
to confession to Father Joseph Chu-Cong…and as we were leaving he reaches out and
grabs my left breast throwing me out of prayerful disposition, causing shock. He is 84
years old. I knew at that point everything I longed for was in threat. No longer something
I could aspire to in the same way. I told Brother Phillippe and Brother Patrick what had
happened”.
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“I went to my closest friend there—a monk—he said ‘don’t say anything because if you do
they will hurt you very badly’. I was shocked. I knew this was going to destroy everything
I had worked for since I was 15 years old…My heart just shattered and my faith was really
challenged and pushed to a whole other level. For maybe 7 years I lived in, I would say, a
spiritual hell, trying to find a remedy. For the most part, I held it in, pretended nothing
happened, did exactly what the monks Br Phillipe and Patrick told me to do….until I found
out there was another victim upon visiting a Sister Mariam Maluf at a nearby monastery in
Petersham Massachusetts. I still believed at that time that there was no salvation outside
the Catholic Church, and if I brought this forward, I was going to meet up with some
heavy, heavy resistance. It was gonna be my word against this priest.”
Regarding the interaction with Sister Mariam Maluf…“Two months later I visited a
monastery and told this nun my story. She said that same priest did the same thing to
someone else. I was so angry. I pounded the table, and said ‘this means I can’t just
pretend this didn’t happen now. I have to draw the line and do something about it.’
Ms. Burnor spoke about the impact this event had upon her in her own words in a
statement she wrote previously and called ‘My Story of Abuse’:
“I was abused by a monastic priest around the context of the sacrament of confession.
Although there was an indecent assault and battery that took place, my experience of how
the abuse devastated me was when I brought the allegation forward to ecclesiastical
authorities. Here are some of my reflections which might better illustrate the impact the
abuse has had on my faith and vocation.
What I went through was a "spiritual gang rape" (I characterize it as institutional abuse)
by those who promised to be spiritual guardians to me. The betrayal shook the very
foundations of my faith and all that I knew of God and Church would be called into
question. Although my faith in the institution has diminished, over time it has become more
solid in God Himself.
I thought that my having served the Church (for over a decade) and expressing to church
authorities that I did not wish to bring my allegation into a legal forum while reiterating I
was not interested in a monetary settlement that they would "do the right thing". Soon I
became aware they were not operating on a spiritually wholesome level, but plainly a
demonic one.
The trauma experienced in all cases of abuse (in this case adult sexual abuse) is
compounded not merely from the abuse experience itself, but from the length of time the
abuse is concealed and covered up.
My story is like so many others in that the Church authorities have sought to ignore their
responsibility towards victims while protecting the offenders. Many were complicit in this
orchestrated cover-up involving both religious and state officials of the highest rank within
Massachusetts and even national figureheads as well”.
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Ms. Burnor next described her efforts to gain acknowledgement that this priest was acting
inappropriately and required some form of disciplinary action:
“We tried to do this gently, behind the scenes, and there was major denial, denial, denial.
The ‘boob grab’ was in 2001. In 2002 allegations were made to the District Attorney, and
there was a trial in 2003. A case was opened the state against the priest. I lost. The
Commonwealth lost. I was ignorant and couldn’t understand then how the case was
botched—on purpose. I didn’t know how to use the system, so I got chewed up by this
machine.
Long and short, I went to court, which I didn’t want to happen, and I lost the case. At
every step there was a blockage, another wall in my path….There was another woman who
had made a similar charge against the same priest 10 years earlier, and I was not allowed
to include this as evidence for court. They tried to make me out to be a whack job—to
dismantle my credibility. I realized the courts were not platforms to hear these truths”.
She stated the case was headed by Worcester MA District Attorney John Conte, criminal
case Commonwealth of Massachusetts vs. Father Joseph Chu-Cong.
I took it all very personally. I was a nun, fresh out into the world. But it’s not personal, it’s
business. I recognized there is something deeper at work. For anybody to go up against
the Church, it’s bad for business. When you go really high up, the priests really do believe
you are their property”. In an interview with FBI the agent asked me if I believed the pope
owned everyone through the collateralization of all our birth certificates (evidence obtained
by Ms. Burnor). I confessed and avoided the question and performed the interview very
well to the degree they wished to hire me as a CI (criminal informant, evidence of this also
obtained).
“I went everywhere to find a remedy after that court verdict. Other witnesses began to
contact me, I started private consulting with them, how to maintain your faith during this
experience; some of them accepted a gag order and over what I believe was around a
$250,000 payment. So now I have this knowledge, and I begin to publicize in the
newspapers. I make an appointment to contact with David Dore of the Spencer New
Leader, and I go there and bring my materials. He said ‘within 20 minutes after you
dropped this package, my life was threatened’. He is a witness. He also said ‘your phone is
tapped’. This is the first time I woke up to the fact that I was being watched.” I had
suspicions I was watched but nothing to substantiate it at the time.
“I started to visit multiple courts, working behind the scenes in many locations, and I find
out that victims and other sources alleged to me that St. Joseph’s Abbey had multiple
victims of sexual abuse, and not only for adults. We’ve got situations going on with severe
offenses…and they harbored those who do criminal actions at that monastery”.
“After losing the case I tried to help other people for 6 years, after 6 or so years of
advocacy (for other clergy I had enough, I became burned out. I tried to retain my
vocation as a nun, tried to keep my faith. And I did become angry and bitter inside. I was
bitter for 7 years. I said ‘Lord, it says in your Bible you reward the good, punish the
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wicked.’ God is so faithful. I asked the Lord ‘your Bible says to act one way and the world
acts another way. I don’t get it…show me the remedy”.
She noted that she re-connected with her uncle Kevin Burnor in or about 2005. She said
that he believed he was ‘chipped’ and in service to assisting him she made an initial contact
with James Walbert, a known target of non-consensual human experimentation who had
documented advanced materials in his body. She also noted that she contacted the
Department of Veterans Affairs chief in Puerto Rico, who told her that many soldiers
received experimental procedures such as microchipping and other devices as part of their
unknown adhesion agreements when joining military service. She said this was her first
awareness of the use of these technologies relating to one who she knows. Ms. Burnor also
has evidence pertaining to her uncle Kevin Burnor and being chipped in the sinus area via
SPECT/PET scan images from the Amen Clinic.
She continued to describe a sequence of related events: “Some may ask why I have access
to people with clearances…I was on Greg Szymanski’s show back in 2007 and have had the
opportunity to connect with several other whistleblowers including Eric John Phelps, Chris
Strunk, Phil Kronzer and Leo Zagami who is a former high ranking official of the P2 lodge
with inside access and I had continued access to his security team. Leo Zagami called me
per suggestion of Greg Szymanski back in 2008 to assist him with Masonic operations
(formulating new constitutions and ceremonial writings for a new branch of the P2 Leo was
heading at the time) due to my ecclesiastical background. As a result of my desire to help, I
have found the ‘lodge doors have become open to me on many levels’. Leo Zagami is now
protected by the Russians and can speak his truth. He gave me knowledge of the satanic
nature of the P2 lodge and implicated the Vatican and the Jesuit Order.”
She reported that in 2008 she received notification that there was a hit out on her life, she
explained as follows: “The real issue is I blew the whistle too hard in 2007 and 2008. I
exposed Robert McManus of Worcester bishop’s gay lover (when he was outwardly
condemning to gays), Mancini of Providence RI October 17, 2007 on the Greg Szymanski
show. I exposed the Abbey and their CIA history and the name of a perpy priest Edward
John Mullaney. Then I threw salt in the wounds by claiming the Roman Church is the seat
of Anti-Christ and proved it on February 28, 2008 Szymanski’s radio show. The book I
feel is the best way to get closer to having them fold since they were petrified of me
publishing it and it is believed they intercepted the book from being published at least 4
times.”
“I thought I needed to get a new life, fall in love with Jesus all over again, and so I moved to
Texas, thinking I could leave all this behind. In Texas I studied and studied, and found out
the Jesuits were involved in so many things…systematic occurrences. They came here and
you can study the systemic pattern in the book by Eric J. Phelps, VATICAN ASSASSINS.
I realized why I didn’t get a remedy in the courts. It took me 8 years to divest myself of
their mind control that ‘there is no salvation outside the Catholic Church’.
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“So I move to Texas January 2009, with renewed faith in my heart, life is less heavy, I am
away now from very serious sexual abuse cases, including advocating to protect children
from perpetrating priests. Then in 2011, I had scheduled a surgery I had severe sinus
issues. We cleared out some polyps in there in a previous surgery when I lived in
Massachusetts, and unfortunately the polyps came back.” She agreed to the suggestion of
a further surgical procedure as the condition was blocking her ability to breathe. This
surgery was performed July 2011 by Dr. Hsu, Chung-Sen in Texas.
Ms. Burnor reported various anomalies regarding this surgery. First, there was the
presence of an ‘unknown doctor’ listed on her pathology report; second, there was present
an anesthesiologist who said he would ask to see if my body guard could be available in the
surgery room-this occurrence was unexplained because I did not tell the anesthesiologist I
had a bodyguard; third, a bodyguard she had hired for protection and who had assured
her he would be present during the procedure was absent when she woke up from the
surgery and refused payment. She later developed anomalous symptoms unlike anything
she had previously experienced (see History of the Present Illness for symptom details).

December 2012: “On my way to see Melinda Kidder in Missouri, that’s when I started
having what appeared to be FBI and Homeland following me—I have photos of this.
That’s when I believe it changed from just monitoring me, to the purpose to kill me when
the nano materials were activated.” She said that the ongoing compilation of medical
evidence determining that she was being seeded with esoteric advanced materials
supported this conclusion.
During 2014 after living ‘under the radar’ Ms Burnor flew to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico,
where she feels she was again detected by surveillance (photos were obtained of Distrito
Federal observing her movements). She was deliberately introduced to rabbit fever, also
known as tularemia while there and the report indicates the timing was during my last day
in Cabo. Doctor Hilegarde Staninger pointed out these materials can be introduced by
spraying to pillows and bedding etc., Later in the year she reported noticing Korean
nationals following and monitoring her outside her home. She did not report any direct
physical assaults, but mentioned frequent surveillance by Koreans summer 2014 with one
incident where a Korean man came physically close in a threatening manner; she took
pictures of this man and said she tracked his identity through her insider contacts. She was
informed that this person came up as a hired assassin from North Korea and that
Department of Homeland Security was involved in this operation (evidence obtained). She
stated that she was told to pack up and leave when the unnamed insider confirmed that the
Koreans ‘appear to be assassins’ and that leaving asap was ‘imperative’.
Continuing events involving harassments and exposure to nanomaterials in 2015 are
described in History of the Present Illness.
July 2015 a Legal Notice of Criminal Activity by Government Officials and Demand for
Action was notarized by witness Dr. Hildegarde Staninger. After four years of tracking
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Ms. Burnor’s history of repeated poisonings and nonconsensual exposure to advanced nano
materials, Dr. Staninger wrote an affidavit confirming her belief based upon her
professional expertise that Ms. Keri Burnor does appear to be the recipient of weaponized
innovative technology in a manner which appears to indicate serious criminal activity: “To
the Affiant’s knowledge there have been repeated attempts to murder Keri Burnor, to
maim, cause permanent loss of brain function and monitor her biological presence,
genetics, and physiological functions via remote sources.”
Ms. Burnor filed her own affidavit to the same effect in July 2015 including more than 700
pages of documents. She said she sent copies of this to the President, senior political
officials, senior military officials, and many major media outlets.
Mr. Burnor stated “I feel the CIA is targeting me—more accurately, St. Joseph’s Abbey is
targeting me through the CIA, the Vatican, and the Jesuits.” Asked why she feels she
became targeted, she responded: “I feel that it is possibly through my social activism. I
started with exposing sexual abuse, and then this became exposure of genocide hidden
behind a cover aimed at Americans who were nationalists or libertarian. I exposed the Nazi
paperclip origins of the founder of St. Joseph’s Abbey.” She described her photographic
evidence of a commemorative altar at St. Josephs Abbey memorializing founder J. Peter
Grace, and related historical details of the ties between W.R Grace Company and support
of Project Paperclip, which imported Nazi scientists and war criminals to the United States
post World War II. She said the Abbey’s photo of this commemorative altar was
temporarily removed for about a month then reduced in size so that his name is obscured
on the altar from their website after she exposed this relationship.
She continued: “The Jesuits at Fordham University according to my opinion and belief are
responsible for this.” She summarized her experience: “I defeated the nano. I had to go
off the radar for a while. I relocated and do not wish to specify. Went on a plane to
Mexico and forgot to stay off the radar and realized those targeting me had vast resources
to track me by way of flight info and via the Mexican government, so upon returning back
to Texas they found me and my base of operations again. While in Mexico, I was infected
with some kind of rabbit fever. That is a biohazard. I am healed, I beat that. After that
situation, there were Korean foreign nationals following me when I was walking in the
park—I have videos of this—I said ‘You do not have any authority to be on this soil!’ in an
interview on The Eric Jon Phelps program (radio interviews available upon request). That
may seem angry, but this is the proper way to handle demonic influence. The higher-ups
love to engage in satanic rituals, or else they are not given their privileges. It is the light of
Lucifer that illumines their minds, not the light of Christ. The Jesuits are taking orders
directly from the demonic realm.”
In a public radio interview discussing her experiences, Ms. Burnor said: “I am here to tell
all of you: No matter how bad it gets, don’t run. Face these demons and do not get
discouraged. We are engaged in a spiritual battle; it is a primarily a spiritual battle.”
Ms. Burnor said she remains engaged with the task of exposing past and ongoing illegal
and spiritually reprehensible activities: “If peaceful resolution is not achieved with the
accused, all documents are in place for criminal prosecution of those identified. I have
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successfully removed plausible deniability off the table with the Abbey. All that evidence is
positioned to be in the hands of the public if they do not conduct themselves in line with the
seriousness of my claims for the benefit of their own souls and the People.”
Ms. Burnor concluded her statement saying, “The major number one focus for me right
now is to align with Peace and stay plugged into YHWH. I believe there is some learning
experience in all this, and I am a vessel of this learning experience.”
PRIOR PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY
3/7/03: Howard. Mathisen, Licensed Psychologist, Prescott Health Care, Worcester, MA.
Report attesting to Ms. Burnor’s mental health—“Ms. Burnor appears to be a mentally
healthy young woman who presents no symptoms that would suggest any psychotic
disorders, personality disorders or substance abuse.”
3/9/06: Natalie Robinson, Licensed Social Worker/EMDR Consultant, Chelmsford, MA.
“Ms. Burnor’s presenting issue was an incident that occurred 8/23/01 at an Abbey…She
told me that one of the priests at the Abbey ‘grabbed my boob.’ She felt humiliated and
betrayed and subsequently felt she needed to leave the Abbey when officials there did not
support her. The incident triggered Posttraumatic Stress Disorder accompanied by a sense
of intense vulnerability and recurring distressing thoughts and images.”

PRIOR MEDICAL HISTORY
7/21/11: nasal surgery, Hsu, Chung-Sen, M.D., Methodist Charlton Medical Center, Dallas
TX. Surgical procedure, left nasal turbinate resection and nasal septum, cartilage and bone
resection. Suspected as implantation source.
8/1/11: Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas TX ER, Roy L. Rea M.D. 8/1/11 for
epitaxis (nosebleed).
6/23/12 Urinalysis Report, Doctors Data, Inc., ordered by Robban Sica M.D., Center for
Healing Art, Orange, CT. Revealed levels at high end of reference range for barium and
nickel; values above reference range for aluminum, gadolinium, and uranium; and
extremely outside reference range for cadmium, lead, and mercury.
12/29/12 Hair Analysis Report, (ordered by) J. Privitera, MD, NutriScreen Inc, Covina CA.
Findings: high levels of lead, mercury, nickel, uranium, magnesium, copper, strontium
and zinc; low level of chromium.
1/4/13: MRI brain imaging, referred by James Privitera, M.D. Preferred Imaging,
Richards, TX. No intracranial abnormality identified, mild opacification of the mastoid air
cell.

SCADA-RELATED MEDICAL RECORDS
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3/13/12: Frequency Testing Report, Melinda Kidder, Private Investigator, Columbia
Investigations, Columbia, MO. Abnormal ELF/EMF frequencies detected at neck and
abdomen; unexplained 0.5 mm scar detected at jawline under UV exam; presence of
ambient radio frequencies detected (pgs. 3-4).
1/16/13: Toxicological Evaluation Report, {revised from original 12/22/12 report} H.
Staninger, Ph.D., Registered Industrial Environmental Toxicologist-1, Integrative Health
Systems, Los Angeles, CA. Findings: “Ms. Burnor was exposed to advanced nano
materials” (pg. 8). “Her current symptoms are all related to the neurological exposures to
the heavy metals detected but also to the interaction of EMF and self-generating frequency
signals as identified in the Columbia Investigations Report dated 12/13/12” (pg. 10).
1/19/13: Clinical Test Data, Lab Corp., Los Angeles, CA.
1/23/13: Toxicological Dysfunction Analysis Report, H. Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los
Angeles, CA. Findings: Exposure to phenol confirmed. Discussion: “Phenol is a
metabolite of benzene. Benzene is known to cause leukemia in humans and is not a normal
component of blood or urine. The level should be ‘none detected’ and any exposure that is
expressed in urine is indicative of a parent compound being metabolized and stuck in the
kidney. In some cases of bio-sensory technology phenol may be the metabolite of thin film
technology with a wave guide of specific compounds for detection purposes. Further
investigation will have to occur in this matter as additional test results data is reviewed”
(pg. 2)
4/8/13: Industrial Toxicological Comparative Report on Emission of Frequency Signals
From the Human Body and Previous Chemical Analysis of Mesogenic Bio-Sensors, H.
Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los Angeles CA. Summary: Frequencies emitted by Ms.
Burnor identified as per their allocations by Federal Communications Commission.
Correlated with frequencies allocated to U.S. military operations. Discussion: “The
frequencies found to be emitting from Ms. Keri Burnor on December 13, 2012 were from
one specific location, but with a smaller traveling frequency that was in a smaller range
within the signals…the chemical composition of the specimens taken from Ms. Burnor’s
scalp and other areas may be designed for two different Regional broadcasts….one for
direction or action/function upon the body, and one for monitoring the location or specific
areas of her body. Both ranges are monitored by geo-satellite” (pg. 4).
5/13: Analysis of Specimens Report, {specimens from Ms. Burnor}, Applied Consumer
Services, Hialeah Gardens, FLA. Chemical analysis of specimens.
5/30/13: Advanced Material Analysis Report For Origin of Specimen (Chemical Analysis of
Mesogenic Bio-Sensory Advanced Materials), H. Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los
Angeles, Ca. Results: “Photomicrographs of the various specimens submitted for analysis
are attached to this report” (pg. 1). {report continues}: Conclusional Summary: “The
majority of High-Impact Technologies that utilize brain-computer interfaces as a neuronet,
neurotree network, ‘Brain Chip” or Bio-Sensor would be for the following purposes:
Control and monitoring of the brain and bodily functions.
Control and monitoring of the behavior of the individual.
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Sending and receiving verbal commands.
Stimulation of the bio-electrical transmissions within the neuron trees of the nerves.
May be utilized as a listening device for remote sensing and monitoring.
May be used as a transmitter for listening in on conversations
If there is a digital computer component to the device, it may be used to capture visual
transmissions as a walking/talking monitoring system (a high tech extrinsic spying system,
especially for military/industrial espionage.
Many other aspects such as aiding individuals with hearing, vision, and other neurological
sensory impairments that would be related to the multiple use applications of mesogenic or
liquid crystal (neumatics) technology.
The presence of the metals that can form iron titanium oxides were present in the EDS
results [Ms. Burnor’s Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy specimen analysis results} along with
magnesium and aluminum as associated with tremolite jade. These specific materials may
be utilized in their natural state or made synthetically as for synthetic materials as found in
bio-sensors. Tremolite will have a blue color (which was observed in S/N 4 of Ms. Burnor’s
specimens). Tremolite is use in the sensory materials that utilize Terahertz transmissions
as reported by the IRSA Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing China, and the Terahertz
Optoelectronics, Ministry of Education, China (pg. 10).
{report continues}: “The advanced materials analysis of the specimens submitted to IHS
LLC by Ms. Keri Burnor have multiple origins, but are used as a single bio-sensor
monitoring device” (pg. 12).
{report continues}: “The origins of the specimens are of a dual nature as indicated below:
Private development specifically monitoring genetic material or for the identity of specific
genetic blood lines; and the frequencies associated with the specific monitoring systems
utilized by the countries in the Middle East are under specific U.S. military operations.
These same operations have a global monitoring system for intelligence monitoring and
sharing of data through Juniper Technologies” (pg. 13).
6/1/13: Frequency Testing Report, Melinda Kidder, Private Investigator, Columbia
Investigations, Columbia, MO. {for testing performed 4/2/13}. Results: Ambient RFID
signals detected in Ms. Burnor’s presence and not detected in her absence: “ACECO radio
frequency signals were not emanating from Burnor, but to her”. ELF/EMF readings were
in normal range with single exception at superior lateral tuberosity of the humerus. (pgs. 23).
7/23/13: Re-Testing Specific Biological Monitoring Tests/Exposure to Advanced Nano
Materials, H. Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los Angeles, Ca. “Re-testing through
Advanced Biological Monitoring tests were performed on Ms. Keri Burnor 4/18/13.
Testing involved specific tests that were positive in the original testing 1/8/13 (pg. 1).
{report continues} : “The tests show a total turnaround in response to the outlined
recommended treatments/therapies for exposure to advanced nano materials and biosensor
devices. All values are well within acceptable ranges and patient/client has not experienced
symptoms as previously describe in earlier reports (pg. 2).
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7/11/14: Advanced Resonance Analysis, H. Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los Angeles
CA. Smart dust detected at level ‘4’ (pg. 1). { Dr. Staninger describes smart dust as
“millimeter scale self-contained microelectromechanical devices that include sensors,
computational ability, bi directional wireless communications technology and a power supply.
As tiny as dust particles, smart dust motes can be spread throughout buildings or into the
atmosphere to collect and monitor data. Smart dust devices have applications in everything
from military to meteorological to medical fields”}.
4/7/15: Advanced Resonance Analysis, H. Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los Angeles CA.
Patch test results from bodily lymphatic fluid: Lead ‘4’; Allyltrichlorosilane ‘4’; sample
from carpet of suspected contaminated vehicle: Arsenic ‘6’. (pg. 1).
{report continues}: “The testing confirmed the presence of advanced nano materials. It also
illustrated the various layers of the delivery systems involved” (pg. 13).
6/6/15: Advanced Resonance Analysis Report, H. Staninger Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los
Angeles CA. Specimen collected from suspected contaminated vehicle carpet had a green
fluorescence and tested positive for the presence of nano wires at level ‘2’ (pg. 1).
6/6/15: Advanced Resonance Analysis Report, H. Staniner, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los
Angeles, CA. (Patch Test Specimen collected from Ms. Burnor’s body; Hair sample also
tested). Results: Fungus Residue ‘4’ from patch, ‘2’ hair; nano wires ‘4’ from patch, ‘2’
hair; KD protein (IgG value 39,000 Daltons) ‘4’ from patch, absent from hair; Unknown
Venom ‘4’ from patch, absent from hair; Mold ‘3’ from patch, ‘2’ from hair; Paspaime
‘3’ from patch, absent from hair; Versicolonin ‘3’ from patch, absent from hair; Insect
Sting Toxins ‘3’ from patch, absent from hair; Barium ‘2’ from patch, asent from hair;
and Viriditoxin ‘2’ from patch, ‘3’ from hair (pg. 1). {report continues} : “The presence of
the compounds found in these specimens are known to be used in the manufacture of
advanced nano materials and lattice/scaffolding of nano composite technologies. The
presence of the polymers and carbonyls with a restricted use mycotoxin and no history of
mold exposure illustrates strong exposure to internal advanced materials” (pg. 14).
6/19/15: Report on Exposure to Designer Innovative Nano Technology. Assessment Area:
vehicle and living facility. H. Staninger, Ph.D., RIET-1, IHS, Los Angeles CA.
Introduction: “On or about February 26, 2015 our Client {Ms. Keri Burnor} had a break in
to their vehicle, which was reported to private investigators for safety concerns and a
collection of the samples were submitted to them. The areas of the samples collected were
viewed under UV light to determine if there was present any ‘dye’ from quantum nano
dots or other stress factors, which may be utilized in the architecture of an innovative nano
technology delivery system for designer-type toxins with a specific intent towards our
Client….
After reviewing the analytical data from the various testing, it was determined that the
living area (home carpet) did not contain any innovative nano technology and/or toxins.
The Red Container No. 1, which contained carpet material from the suspect vehicle, was
positive for nano wires. Nano wires may be designed to contain fungus residue, mycotoxins
(specific tags), antibodies (KD proteins), metals and other toxic substances.
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The client did have a patch test analysis and hair analysis, with further analysis for dt
Tomato Panel, FOX M1 protein, and Advanced Nano Materials. The analysis revealed
specific materials that would induce colon cancer {HT-29}; breast cancer {MCF-7}; and
leukemia with pair of FRET partners, and fluorescent pair and neurosphere + zirconium
arsenate with insect venom, paspaime, versicolonin A, and viriditoxin each used as a
specific tag to induce and/or monitor cancer mechanisms/development. The analysis
results indicate that the materials utilized were of a specific innovative nano technology
delivery system with a specific intent, such as to give our client cancer at an accelerated
rate of time” (pgs. 1-2).

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION
Ms. Burnor was interviewed 6/2/16 for mental status and was punctual for her
appointment. She was cooperative and appeared honest and open to all questions asked.
She appeared to be of above average intelligence which was congruent with her educational
and professional history.
Ms. Burnor was oriented to date, time, place, and others. She answered all questions of
the Brief Mental Status Examination correctly in a coherent and timely manner. Pressure
of speech was absent as she reported her symptoms and elements of her life history
Ms. Burnor reported no current psychiatric medications, no recreational drug use, no
history of head traumas; no history of felony convictions; no military service; no recent
surgeries; and no history of involuntary stays in mental facilities. She did report a series of
traumatic incidents beginning in 2001 and ongoing to the present time, and a diagnosis of
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in 2006. She was also interviewed using the Post
Traumatic Stress Checklist self-report measure, and scored high on this instrument.
She also reported known exposures to toxic heavy metals via nanotech exposures;
exposures to microwave radiation and other directed energy phenomena; and reported her
November 2011 nasal surgery as the suspected source of original implantation of advanced
foreign materials. She said her highest experienced pain level during these experiences was
a ‘10’ on a 0-10 rating scale.
Ms. Burnor reported difficulties with sleeping and perception; and difficulties with
memory and concentration. She reported no family history of diagnosed mental illness; she
did report that during childhood she experienced chronic family disturbances due to
parental alcoholism and neglect.
She described in a coherent manner her belief that some type(s) of advanced technologies
had been imbedded in and/or otherwise directed at her without consent and were causing
her physical and cognitive symptoms. Although this type of belief is commonly classified as
“delusional” and a red flag pointing toward cognitive aberration, in Ms. Burnor’s case at
the time of the interviews she also presented confirming physical evidence that in fact
markers of advanced nano-technology are present in her body, for which she had given no
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consent, and that frequency signals detectable at her body surface appear to be in
communication with an advanced SCADA system (SEE H-SCADA RECORDS REVIEW).
Due to the presence of this measurable and verifiable physical evidence, Ms. Burnor’s
claims of being a “targeted individual” who is experiencing some external manipulations
were treated as potentially authentic and not delusional. She does hold persecutory ideation
about her health condition; however, due to the confirmed presence of advanced
technology markers in her body and the confirmation that her body is receiving signals
from an identifiable SCADA system, this ideation appears to be at least partially and
potentially totally accurate, negating its classification as ‘paranoid.’
On the Clinician-Rated Dimensions of Psychosis Severity Scale, impressions were as
follows:
Hallucinations not present; delusions not present; disorganized speech not present;
abnormal psychomotor behavior not present; negative symptoms not present; impaired
cognition equivocal; depression not present; mania not present.
Equivocal rating (symptom severity insufficient to be considered psychosis) for impaired
cognition refers to cumulative effects of present reported illness.
Memory appeared good upon interviews and exam but was reported as impaired to some
degree. Thought content was negative for suicidal ideation, intent, and plan; and negative
for homicidal ideation, intent, and plan. Fund of knowledge was excellent. Impulse control
is excellent. Insight and judgment appear intact. Ms. Burnor described the coping
strategies she is using to deal with her unusual experiences in a straightforward and lucid
manner.
DISCUSSION
Ms. Burnor coherently presented a highly unusual explanation of the causes of her multiple
health issues. Her interpretation of her experience does upon first notice appear delusional
and filled with paranoid ideation. However: Ms. Burnor’s records do contain measurable
and verifiable physical evidence that her body has been exposed to sophisticated nanotechnological materials which resonate with identified frequencies which have been
detected at her body surface and are known to be allocated to operational SCADA systems.
She has attributed various unusual cognitive and physical experiences to external
technological causation, and not to any inherent mental dysfunction. At the time of these
interviews she had completed an extensive battery of testing procedures to determine if in
fact advanced technologies that could account for her unusual symptoms were present in
her body in ways that could be physically measured.
Ms. Burnor’s claim that she is assaulted by signals that are externally generated has a basis
in fact (1); she does possess the profile of an individual linked to an external SCADA
system with sophisticated capabilities.
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Ms. Burnor reports regarding her cognitive functioning suggests some type of direct neural
hookup between brain and external system. Although this degree of sophistication is
beyond what is described as possible in the public domain of scientific reporting (2), underreported (classified?) research projects have apparently achieved a much higher degree of
refinement. Evidence for this assertion can be found in the many patents for methods to
remotely sense, analyze, and intervene with human neurological and physiological activity
(3). The earliest known patent for remote neural monitoring dates back to 1974, followed
by patents for hundreds of remote intervention and/or monitoring devices, up to the most
recently announced 2015 patent announced by Brown University’s Neuro-engineering and
Nanophotonics Laboratory: “ Wireless, Ultra Low Power, Broadband Neural Recording
Microsystem”(4). Specific markers found in Ms. Burnor’s body correlate with specific
electrochemical and biotechnologies of these types.
A March 2001 United States Special Operations Command memorandum titled ‘Special
Operations Technology Objectives’ (SOTO) clearly indicates the military objective to
weaponize and refine such technologies (5). The U.S. Nanotechnology Initiative alone has
invested more than $21 billion dollars in research and development funding 2001-2015,
clearly indicating the high priority assigned to refining these new technologies and making
them available for deployment (6). A Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) grant to Arizona State University for research refining the process of selective
alteration of human memory through remote brain stimulation was revealed in 2014 (7) .
The former-CIA-scientist-turned-whistleblower Dr. Robert Duncan, who was personally
involved in developing remote neural monitoring capabilities in his classified work, has
publicly acknowledged in his 2014 book HOW TO TAME A DEMON: A SHORT
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ORGANIZED INTIMIDATION STALKING, ELECTRONIC
TORTURE, AND MIND CONTROL (8) the existence of advanced capability of remote
thought analysis and remote thought and/or audible voice projection to a targeted subject.
Dr. John Hall's 2014 book GUINEA PIGS: TECHNOLOGIES OF CONTROL (9) reports
the widespread abuse of such weaponized technologies in non-consensual human
experimentation.
Ms. Burnor’s account is not unique. More and more individuals are coming forward in
large numbers to report these types of remote effects upon their person from unexplained
sources. There are now many reports similar to Ms. Burnor’s reports of remote
surveillance, monitoring, harassments, and assaults by directed energy weapons. Such
reports are being formalized and organized by various nonprofit groups such as Freedom
From Covert Surveillance and Harassment (10) and International Center Against Abuse of
Covert Technology (11) in the USA, and European Center Against Abuse of Covert
Harassment (12) in the European Union; these groups have emerged to protect harassed
individuals, document their reports, and educate the public. The number of such reports
collected by ICAACT alone stands at 23,000 as of April 2015 (13); the estimates by other
investigators in this field range to a much higher total incidence.
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SUMMARY
SCADA systems are known to be able to produce consciousness-altering remote effects as
well as many other physiological and neurological effects. Given the validated presence of
such advanced nano-technological devices and monitoring/activating frequencies detectable
from her physical form, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that Ms. Burnor’s report of
her experience is in fact quite accurate and NOT delusional regarding remote external
influences affecting her health. It does appear from review of verifiable evidence that she
has been subjected to directed energy influences, surveillance, and poisoning with highly
toxic materials since reported 2011 onset of symptoms.
Ms. Burnor’s statements that St. Joseph’s Abbey refused to recognize her initial charge of
sexual abuse by Father Joseph Chu-Cong and controlled a court verdict by negating this
charge through suppression of evidence also appears well documented. Her work following
this outcome on behalf of other survivors of clergy abuse contributed significantly to the
exposure of globally widespread abuse by clergy and a pattern of inaction by Church
authorities. This exposure of church policy was made publicly famous in the Academy
Award-winning movie Spotlight. Ms. Burnor’s efforts to tell the truth when extremely
difficult to do so speaks highly of her moral character. She knew the difference within
herself between right and wrong, and acted rationally according to her conscience and her
spiritual values.
Her statements regarding widespread complicity of the Jesuit Order in massive global
conspiracy are a matter for legal experts to pass judgement on. Her arguments are well
documented and historically referenced and do not appear to be irrational or delusional.
They are the findings of a spiritual seeker and whistleblower who believes she has
constructed logical arguments for the conclusions she has arrived at through diligent and
well documented research. She feels it is part of her spiritual work to do her part in
exposing the criminal activities she is reporting as directed against her personally and
humanity generally.
She appears to be coping with stressors adequately. Her pragmatic approach to developing
evidence has in fact produced results which confirm a physical basis exists that support her
claims regarding her personal health. Ms. Burnor does not appear to be a danger to self or
others, and her thought processes and general demeanor indicate that she is dealing with
her unusual situation in a rational manner.
CONCLUSIONS
Extreme Chronic Exposure to Traumatic Events
There is no diagnostic category in the DSM-V (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders) that accurately describes neurological/physiological/psychological disruption
and/or impairment subsequent to continuous exposure to external influences of the nature
described herein. Ms. Burnor does appear to have been linked to an externally operated
SCADA system for reasons unknown. In this situation, her full and complete diagnosis lies
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somewhere outside the boundaries of the categories defined by DSM-V and current
psychiatric convention. Future evaluators of her condition need to access Ms. Burnor’s
complete medical records including H-SCADA analysis test results to avoid the mistake of
categorizing her experience as the result of delusional thinking.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Explore detoxification protocol(s) for dissolution and elimination of nanomaterials and
other toxic substances identified as present;
2. Daily stress-reducing practices of choice (such as: meditation, mind/body integration
exercises, visualization exercises, hot baths with magnesium salts, prayer, etc.);
3. Share verifying documentation with significant others as appropriate for emotional
support;
4. Stay informed as to new developments in available technology for shielding
from/removal of SCADA remote monitoring and intervention systems acting upon her
person.
5. Stay informed as to new developments in available legal assistance and legislation
supporting criminal actions against perpetrators of nonconsensual human
experimentation/ technology-based human trafficking.

__/s/ Ben Colodzin, Ph.D.______________________________
Ben Colodzin, Ph.D. 6/20 /16
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